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THE SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL 

((VARIOUS ROADS IN WAVERLEY) (REVOCATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF 

WAITING LOADING AND UNLOADING PROHIBITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS) 

ORDER 2007) (AMENDMENT NO. 3) ORDER 2011 

THE SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL in exercise of their powers under Sections 1(1) and 

2(1) to (3) and 4(2) of and Part IV of Schedule 9 to the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 

("the Act") and of all other enabling powers and after consultation with the Chief Officer of 

Police in accordance with Part III of Schedule 9 to the Act hereby make the following 

Order:- 

Citation and commencement 

1 THIS Order may be cited as "The Surrey County Council ((Various Roads in 

Waverley) (Revocation and Consolidation of Waiting Loading and Unloading Prohibitions 

and Restrictions) Order 2007) (Amendment No. 3) Order 2011" and shall come into 

operation on 1 April 2011 

Interpretation 

2 (1) In this Order the expression "the Order of 2007" means The Surrey County 

Council (Various Roads in Waverley) (Revocation and Consolidation of Waiting 

Loading and Unloading Prohibitions and Restrictions) Order 2007 

 (2) In this Order the expression "enactment" means any enactment whether 

public general or local and includes any order bye-law rule regulation scheme or 

other instrument having effect by virtue of an enactment 

 (3) Any reference in this Order to any enactment shall be construed as a 

reference to that enactment as amended applied consolidated re-enacted by or as 

having effect by virtue of any subsequent enactment 

 (4) Unless the context otherwise requires any expression used in this Order 

which is also used in the Order of 2007 shall have the same meaning as in that 

Order 
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Amendment of the Order of 2007 

3 WITHOUT prejudice to the validity of anything done or to any liability incurred in 

respect of any act or omission before the coming into operation of this Order the Order of 

2007 shall have effect as though - 

(a) in paragraph (2) of Article 17 for the words "PROVIDED THAT in this paragraph 

"specified proportion" means such proportion applicable to all cases as may be 

determined by the Local Authorities acting through the Joint Committee" there were 

substituted the words "PROVIDED THAT in this paragraph "specified proportion" 

means such proportion applicable to all cases as may be determined by the Council" 

(b) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first and second columns thereto headed 

respectively "Drawing Nos. " and "Date Drawn" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24008" and "03/07" specified in each of those columns there were 

added under the third and fourth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" the letters and numbers "A" and "06/10" respectively 

(c) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24014" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "11/08" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(d) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third and fourth columns 

thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" and for the letters and numbers "3282/WAV/24015" "03/07" "A" and 

"01/08" specified respectively in each of those columns there were added under the 

fifth and sixth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters 

and numbers "B" and "06/10" respectively 

(e) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 
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Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24020" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "10/09" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(f) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24029" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "10/09" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(g) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first and second columns thereto headed 

respectively "Drawing Nos. " and "Date Drawn" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24039" and "03/07" specified in each of those columns there were 

added under the third and fourth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" the letters and numbers "A" and "06/10" respectively 

(h) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first and second columns thereto headed 

respectively "Drawing Nos. " and "Date Drawn" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24047" and "03/07" specified in each of those columns there were 

added under the third and fourth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" the letters and numbers "A" and "06/10" respectively 

(i) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third and fourth columns 

thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" for the letters and numbers "3282/WAV/24050" "03/07" "A" and "11/08" 

specified respectively in each of those columns there were added under the fifth 

and sixth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and 

numbers "B" and "06/10" respectively 
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(j) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third and fourth columns 

thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" for the letters and numbers "3282/WAV/24051" "03/07" "A" and "01/08" 

specified respectively in each of those columns there were added under the fifth 

and sixth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and 

numbers "B" and "06/10" respectively 

(k) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24052" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "11/08" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(l) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24054" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "11/08" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(m) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24055" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "11/08" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(n) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 
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Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24058" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "10/09" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(o) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first and second columns thereto headed 

respectively "Drawing Nos. " and "Date Drawn" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24074" and "03/07" specified in each of those columns there were 

added under the third and fourth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" the letters and numbers "A" and "06/10" respectively 

(p) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24075" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "10/09" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(q) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24076" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "10/09" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 

headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(r) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third fourth fifth and sixth 

columns thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" "Date 

Revised" "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24078" "03/07" "A" "01/08" "B" and "10/09" specified respectively in 

each of those columns there were added under the seventh and eighth columns 
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headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and numbers "C" and 

"06/10" respectively 

(s) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third and fourth columns 

thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" and for the letters and numbers "3282/WAV/24085" "03/07" "A" and 

"01/08" specified respectively in each of those columns there were added under the 

fifth and sixth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters 

and numbers "B" and "06/10" respectively 

(t) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first second third and fourth columns 

thereto headed respectively "Drawing Nos. " "Date Drawn" "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" for the letters and numbers "3282/WAV/24096" "03/07" "A" and "10/09" 

specified respectively in each of those columns there were added under the fifth 

and sixth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date Revised" the letters and 

numbers "B" and "06/10" respectively 

(u) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first and second columns thereto headed 

respectively "Drawing Nos. " and "Date Drawn" for the letters and numbers 

"3282/WAV/24110" and "10/09" specified in each of those columns there were 

added under the third and fourth columns headed respectively "Rev’n" and "Date 

Revised" the letters and numbers "A" and "06/10" respectively 

(v) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first and second columns thereto headed 

respectively "Drawing Nos. " and "Date Drawn" there were added respectively the 

letters and numbers "3282/WAV/24114" and "06/10" 

(w) in the Third Schedule to that Order in the first and second columns thereto headed 

respectively "Drawing Nos. " and "Date Drawn" there were added respectively the 

letters and numbers "3282/WAV/24115" and "06/10" 

(x) for the Third Schedule to that Order there was substituted the Third Schedule set 

out in The Schedule to this Order 
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T H E  S C H E D U L E 

THIRD SCHEDULE 

List of Plans 

 

 
Drawing No Date 

Drawn 
Rev’n Date 

Revised 
Rev’n Date 

Revised 
Rev’n Date 

Revised 

3282/WAV/24001 03/07 A 10/09     
3282/WAV/24002 03/07 A 01/08 B 11/08 C 10/09 
3282/WAV/24003 03/07       
3282/WAV/24004 03/07       
3282/WAV/24005 03/07       
3282/WAV/24006 03/07       
3282/WAV/24007 03/07       
3282/WAV/24008 03/07 A 06/10     
3282/WAV/24009 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24010 03/07       
3282/WAV/24011 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24012 03/07       
3282/WAV/24013 03/07 A 10/09     
3282/WAV/24014 03/07 A 01/08 B 11/08 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24015 03/07 A 01/08 B 06/10   
3282/WAV/24016 03/07       
3282/WAV/24017 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24018 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24019 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24020 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24021 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24022 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24023 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24024 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24025 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24026 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24027 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24028 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24029 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24030 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24031 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24032 03/07 A 10/09     
3282/WAV/24033 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24034 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24035 03/07       
3282/WAV/24036 03/07       
3282/WAV/24037 03/07       
3282/WAV/24038 03/07       
3282/WAV/24039 03/07 A 06/10     
3282/WAV/24040 03/07       
3282/WAV/24041 03/07       
3282/WAV/24042 03/07       
3282/WAV/24043 03/07       
3282/WAV/24044 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24045 03/07       
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3282/WAV/24046 03/07       
3282/WAV/24047 03/07 A 06/10     
3282/WAV/24048 03/07       
3282/WAV/24049 03/07       
3282/WAV/24050 03/07 A 11/08 B 06/10   
3282/WAV/24051 03/07 A 01/08 B 06/10   
3282/WAV/24052 03/07 A 01/08 B 11/08 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24053 03/07       
3282/WAV/24054 03/07 A 01/08 B 11/08 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24055 03/07 A 01/08 B 11/08 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24056 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24057 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24058 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24059 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24060 03/07       
3282/WAV/24061 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24062 03/07       
3282/WAV/24063 03/07       
3282/WAV/24064 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24065 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24066 03/07       
3282/WAV/24067 03/07       
3282/WAV/24068 03/07       
3282/WAV/24069 03/07 A 06/10     
3282/WAV/24070 03/07       
3282/WAV/24071 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24072 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24073 03/07 A 10/09     
3282/WAV/24074 03/07 A 06/10     
3282/WAV/24075 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24076 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24077 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24078 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09 C 06/10 
3282/WAV/24079 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24080 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24081 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24082 03/07       
3282/WAV/24083 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24084 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24085 03/07 A 01/08 B 06/10   
3282/WAV/24086 03/07 A 10/09     
3282/WAV/24087 03/07       
3282/WAV/24088 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24089 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24090 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24091 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24092 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24093 03/07 A 01/08 B 10/09   
3282/WAV/24094 03/07       
3282/WAV/24095 03/07       
3282/WAV/24096 03/07 A 10/09 B 06/10   
3282/WAV/24097 03/07       
3282/WAV/24098 03/07       
3282/WAV/24099 03/07       
3282/WAV/24100 03/07       
3282/WAV/24101 03/07 A 01/08     
3282/WAV/24102 03/07 A 01/08 B 06/10   








